Question 1 data
Current well depth: 10,000ft
Hole size: 10.5 inches
Drill pipe specifications: 4.5”, 16.6#/ft, 4” ID
Drill collar specifications: 8” x 3.5”, for 500ft
Surface casing set at 4000 ft: 13.375”, 68#/ft
Fracture gradient @ 4000 ft: 0.7 psi/ft
Surface temperature, Tsurf: 70 degF
Temperature gradient, Tgrad: 1.2 degF/100ft
Temperature at depth D = [Tsurf +Tgrad*(D/100)] in degF
SIDPP=300 psi
SICP = 650 psi
Pit level increase=45 bbls
Mud weight = 10 ppg
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Question 2 data
Well System
Hole
Casing
size
size
(inches) (inches)
36
26
17.5

Casing
top
(ft)

Casing
shoe
(ft)

0
0

1000
5000

Top of
lead
cement
(ft)
0
0

0

9000

3500

30(ID=28”)
20
(133#/ft)
13.375
(68#/ft)

Top of Bottomhole
Hole
tail
static
excess
cement temperature (%)
(ft)
(degF)
500
40
50
4500
90
30
8500

170

20

Shoe track for 13.375” casing string=270ft
Slurry design
Lead slurry (12.8 ppg)
Yield: 2.005 ft3/sack
Water required: 11 gallons/sack
Bentonite: 5% by weight of water
Foam preventer: 0.02 gallons per sack
Fluid loss additive: 0.4 gallons per sack
Dispersant: 0.4 gallons per sack
Retarder: 0.15 gallons per sack

Tail slurry (16 ppg)
Yield: 1.52 ft3/sack
Water required: 6 gallons per sack
Foam preventer: 0.02 gallons per sack
Fluid loss additive: 0.14 gallons per sack
Dispersant: 0.18 gallons per sack
Retarder: 0.007 gallons per sack
Strength retrogression additive: 35% by
weight of cement

Mud properties
Mud weight; 10.2 ppg
Yield point: 6 lbf/100 sq. ft
Water property
Water density: 8.33 pounds per gallon
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List of formula
pressure( psi ) = 0.052 * density ( ppg ) * height ( ft )

 bbl 
ID 2
 =
tubular capacity 
, ID is in inches
 ft  1029.4
 bbl  OD 2 − ID 2
 =
annular capacity 
, OD, ID is in inches
1029.4
 ft 
P1V1 P2V2
=
T1
T2

Unit conversion
42 gal = 1 bbl=5.6146 ft3
1 cp = 0.01 dynes-second/cm2.
1 eq. cp = 0.01 dynes-secondn/cm2.
1 dynes/cm2=0.209 lbf/100 sq.ft
1 sack of cement = 94 lbs
1 metric tonne (MT) =~2,200 lbs
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PETE 426—DRILLING ENGINEERING, Spring 2014
Class Instructor: Dr. Dare Awoleke
Final Exam, Tuesday, 6th May, 2014
Duration: 6:00—9:00pm
Instructions
• Write your name at the back of your exam booklet.
• Closed book, closed notes.
• Write your answers in this booklet. You might want to use a pencil just in case
of erasures.
• You need writing material and a simple calculator.
• The use of phones and all other types of electronic gadgets is not allowed.
• If in doubt about the use of any device, ask.

Q1: 50 points
Q2: 50 points
Total: 100 points
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Question 1 questions
a) Draw a schematic using the well data for Question 1. Label the casing (OD, ID, weight, seat), open hole, drill pipe
(OD, ID, weight), drill collars (OD, ID, weight), the SIDPP and the SICP ( 5 points).
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b) What is the kill mud weight? ( 2.5 points)

c) Calculate the annular capacities in bbls/ft between:
i.
The drill collar and the open hole ( 1 point)

ii.

The drill pipe and the open hole( 1 point)

iii.

The drill pipe and 13.375” casing( 1 point)
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d) What is the height of the kick at bottomhole? ( 3.5 points)

e) What is the hydrostatic pressure due to the kick at 10,000ft? Which type of fluid is the kick? ( 3.5 points)
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f) What is the hydrostatic pressure due to the kick when the top of the kick is at 4,000ft? ( 2.5 points)

g) What is the height of the kick (in terms of pressure) when the top of the kick is at 4000ft? ( 5 points)
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h) What is the pressure at the casing seat when the top of the kick is at the casing seat (4000ft)? Use the Wait and
weight method.( 15 points). Note: If you use the Driller’s method to solve this problem, you will automatically lose
50% of the points associated with this question.
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i)

What is the annular pressure at the surface at this time? ( 5 points)

j)

What is the pressure gradient at the shoe? Compare this value to the fracture gradient at the shoe and make your
comments. ( 5 points)
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Question 2 questions
a) Draw the schematic for the well-system desribed in the dataset for Question 2 showing the top of cement behind
each casing size. Also label each casing size and seat. ( 5 points)
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All the questions below pertain primarily to the 17.5” hole section(13.375” casing cementing).
b) What is the volume of the
i.
tail cement slurry in barrels ( 2.5 points)

ii.

lead cement slurries in barrels? ( 2.5 points)
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c) How much is the mud displacement is barrels? ( 5 points)

d) At the end of displacement, what pressure should the cementer see on the pump on surface just after the pumps
are shut down in psi? ( 5 points)
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e) We cam mix and pump the cement slurry at 7 barrels per minute. The mud displacement is pumped at 10 barrels
per minute. What is the minimum pump time for (use 50% safety factor):
i.
Lead slurry ( 5 points)

ii.

Tail slurry ( 5 points)

f) Calculate the following quantities:
i.
The amount of cement needed for the job in lbs and metric tonnes ( 5 points)

ii.

The amount of water needed for the job. ( 5 points)
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iii.

The amount of bentonite needed for the job. ( 2.5 points)

iv.

The amount of strength retrogression additive needed for the job (2.5 points)
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g) At the end of the job, the actual pump pressure seen by the cementer is 400psi. Determine the top of the lead
slurry assuming the top of the tail slurry is still at 8500ft. What is the significance of this result? Is this a bad or
good cement job? ( 5 points)
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